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ABSTRACT

Contextual behavior modeling uses data from multiple contexts
to discover patterns for predictive analysis. However, existing be-
havior prediction models often face diculties when scaling for
massive datasets. In this work, we formulate a behavior as a set of
context items of dierent types (such as decision makers, operators,
goals and resources), consider an observable itemset as a behavior
success, and propose a novel scalable method, “multi-type itemset
embedding”, to learn the context items’ representations preserving
the success structures. Unlike most of existing embedding methods
that learn pair-wise proximity from connection between a behavior
and one of its items, our method learns item embeddings collec-
tively from interaction among all multi-type items of a behavior,
based on which we develop a novel framework, LearnSuc, for (1)
predicting the success rate of any set of items and (2) nding com-
plementary items which maximize the probability of success when
incorporated into an itemset. Extensive experiments demonstrate
both eectiveness and ecency of the proposed framework.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Behaviors are the products of the interaction between multiple
types of contexts [25]. The multi-type contexts often include op-
erators, goals, resources, spatiotemporal and social dimensions.
Consider paper-publishing behavior as an example: it has authors,
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Figure 1: The proposedmulti-type itemset embedding learns

context items’ representations collectively from the itemset

structure. When it is applied to paper-publishing behavior

data, the embeddings preserve the composition of a paper

(authors, datasets, problems, methods) being successfully

published instead of pair-wise similarity between a paper

and any item of it. This novel invention enables functional-

ities of two important behavior modeling tasks, contextual

behavior prediction and behavior context recommendation.

target conference/journal, datasets, problems, methods, references,
and so on. Contextual behavior modeling has been broadly used
for pattern discovery and predictive analysis. Tensor methods de-
compose multidimensional counts (e.g., numbers of co-occurrence
among one author, one conference, and one reference) into low-
dimensional latent vectors [20, 24], however, real behaviors do not
guarantee one context item per dimension/type [22] – a paper can
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have multiple authors and multiple references. Jamali et al. pro-
posed a multicontextual factor model to learn latent factors of users
and items for product recommendation [19], but neither tensor
methods nor factor models can scale for massive behavior data.

Recently embedding methods have been proposed to eciently
learn low-dimensional vectors of nodes from large heterogeneous
networks. Certainly we can explicitly represent behaviors and their
context items as nodes and obtain a large “behavior-to-item” bi-
partite network, as shown in Figure 1(a). Network embeddings
preserve pair-wise proximities between a behavior and any of its
item, such as connections, common neighbors, and random walk-
based measures. This methodology facilitates similarity search and
node categorization with the pair-wise proximity-preserved vectors.

In this paper, we focus on an important property of behavior
“behavior success”: We represent a behavior as a multi-type itemset,
i.e., a set of context items of multiple types, instead of a multidi-
mensional count or an explicit node. For example, as shown in
Figure 1(b), the paper-publishing behavior (actually a paper) is
represented as an itemset b = {a1,a2, c1,p1,m1} where a1 and a2
are author names, c1 is a conference name, p1 is a research prob-
lem name, andm1 is the proposed method name. The success rate
of this behavior r̂ (·) is dened as the probability of it being oc-
curred/observed, e.g., r̂ (b) = 1 (100%) if the paper is published;
otherwise, r̂ (b) ∈ [0, 1). This denition can be generalized as the
benet a behavior brings, for example, if a tweeting behavior is
represented as an itemset of user, hashtags, words/phrases and
emoticons, its success rate can be evaluated as its popularity, i.e.,
the number of times being retweeted.

Here come the novel tasks we would like to solve:

Task 1 (Contextual behavior prediction). Given a behavior b and
its set of context items, predict b’s success rate r̂ (b).

For example, given a set of authors, keywords, references and a
conference, predict the probability of a paper of these items being
published in the conference’s proceedings (see Figure 1(c)).

Task 2 (Behavioral context recommendation). Given a behavior b
and its set of context items, recommend complementary context
items that will maximize the success rate of this behavior.

For example, given a student author, a top-tier target conference,
some keywords (e.g., a dataset, a problem), recommend other au-
thors (colleagues or external collaborators), other proper keywords
and references that will maximize the chance of the student’s paper
being accepted by the conference (see Figure 1(d)).

Note that these two tasks can be extended for many applications
such as target advertising, personalized consulting, and military
mission planning. Generally, we look for complementary operators
and resources to maximize the probability of achieving the goal,
incorporated with existing operators, resources, and other contexts.

Unfortunately, network embedding models cannot eectively
solve these problems. We point out their weak points and propose
our ideas as follows.

• Item representations should be learnt collectively from the
co-occurrence of all multi-type context items in the behav-
ior/itemset (or “itemset structure”, or behavior success prop-
erty) instead of the co-occurrence of item pairs.

• Item representations should preserve the success rate of
behavior/itemset instead of pair-wise proximity between a
behavior/itemset and an item in a network.

Therefore, we propose a novel Multi-Type Itemset Embedding
method that eciently learns representations of behavior’s con-
text items of multiple types preserving itemset structures. This is
rather challenging. First of all, similarity between feature vectors
of any pair of items in the itemset is no longer capable of mea-
suring the success rate of the itemset. Intuitively, a behavior is
more likely to be successful if the operators have complementary
knowledge/skills rather than very similar knowledge/skills. Second,
the itemset structure has heterogeneity: dierent context types
contribute to the success at dierent extents. For example, it is
absolutely more impactful for a paper to involve one more inter-
nationally known expert than one more relevant reference. Third,
in most of the cases, we can only observe positive behaviors. For
example, it is easy to collect tons of published papers but hard to
nd rejected or non-nished ones. The embedding method has to be
careful to generate negative instances for representation learning.

To address the above challenges, our method measures the suc-
cess rate of an itemset in the vector space by the hyperbolic tangent
of the sum of vectors of items in the itemset. It learns items’ fea-
ture vectors collectively on both similarity (angle) between any
pair of vectors and norm of each vector itself by optimizing the
co-occurrence of all the items in the set. Second, our method assigns
type weights to the context items when representing the itemset
as a weighted sum of vectors, which has been demonstrated to be
useful in experiments. Third, we introduce two kinds of negative
behavior sampling strategies, size-constrained and type distribution-
constrained, to generate negative samples when they are unavail-
able. We propose a novel framework, called LearnSuc, that rst
learns items’ low-dimensional representations using Multi-Type
Itemset Embedding, and then feed the itemset representations into
a logistic regression model to predict success rate or recommend
items for maximizing the success rate.

We summarize our main contributions in this paper as follows.

• We propose to study two novel tasks in contextual behav-
ior modeling, contextual behavior prediction and behavioral
context recommendation, when it is straightforward to con-
sider behavior records as multi-type context itemsets.

• We propose Multi-Type Itemset Embedding method to col-
lectively learn items’ low-dimensional representations pre-
serving itemset structures. It includes a novel measurement
of success rate for learning the itemset structures, consid-
ers type weights for heterogeneity, and conducts negative
behavior sampling for representation learning.

• We develop the LearnSuc framework and our extensive
experimental studies demonstrate its eectiveness and e-
ciency on both behavior modeling tasks.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews
related work and Section 3 denes concepts and research prob-
lems. Our LearnSuc framework is presented in Section 4. Section 5
shows experimental results. In Section 6, we conclude the paper
and provide discussions on future work.
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2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we review existing methods in three relevant elds
to our work, including contextual behavior modeling, network data
representation learning, and text data representation learning.

Contextual behavior modeling. There has been a wide line of
research on learning latent representations of context items in
behavior data towards various applications [3, 21, 34]. Agarwal
et al. proposed localized factor models combining multi-context
information to improve predictive accuracy in recommender sys-
tems [2]. Jamali et al. proposed context-dependent factor models
to learn latent factors of users and items for recommendation [19].
Besides factor models, tensor decompositions have been widely
used for modeling multi-contextual data [33]. Jiang et al. proposed
a tensor-sequence decomposition approach for discovering multi-
faceted behavioral patterns [20]. Ermiş et al. studied various al-
ternative tensor models for link prediction in heterogeneous data
[12]. Lian et al. proposed regularized tensor factorization for spatio-
temporal recommendation [24]. Yang et al. developed a predictive
task guided tensor decomposition model for representation learn-
ing from Electronic Health Records [41]. Perros et al. designed a
scalable PARAFAC2 tensor model for large and sparse datasets [31].
However, the computational cost of factorizing a large-scale matrix
or tensor is usually very expensive, and none of the existing behav-
ior modeling methods can eciently learn item representations to
optimize success rate on massive behavior data.

Network data representation learning. Network embedding
methods learn node representations that preserve node proximities
(e.g., one-hop or two-hop connections) in network data [4, 9, 10, 40].
DeepWalk [30] used random walks to expand the neighborhood
of a node and expected nodes with higher proximity yield similar
representations. node2vec [14] presented biased random walkers to
diversify the neighborhood. LINE [37] provided clear objectives for
homogeneous network embedding that articulates what network
properties are preserved. We have spotted a series of heteroge-
neous network embedding work [6, 11, 15, 18, 39] that capture
heterogeneous structural properties in network data. If we explic-
itly represent behavior entries as nodes and thus behavior datasets
are represented as behavior-item heterogeneous bipartite networks,
existing network embedding methods can be applied to learn rep-
resentations of both items and behaviors. However, these methods
preserve node proximities so they can only nd similar items for a
behavior. Our proposed method learns the combinations of context
items of each behavior and preserves success rate of the behavior.
Therefore, it nds complementary items that will maximize the
success of a target behavior. There are other network embedding
methods designed to learn task-specic node representations by
utilizing label information in supervised fashion such as PTE [36].
Chen et al. [7] proposed a task-guided and path-augmented het-
erogeneous network embedding model to identify author names
given anonymized paper’s title. The most recent work PNE [8]
decomposes a partially labeled network into two bipartite networks
and encodes the node label information by learning label and con-
text vectors from the label-context network. In our case, we only
have the success rate for behaviors, which can be binary or real

Symbol Description

c , C Context item, and the set of all items
t , T Context (item’s) type, and the set of all types
b, B Behavior, and the set of all “positive” behaviors
r (b), r̂ (b) Estimated and observed success rate of behavior b
t(c) Context type of context item c

d Number of dimensions in a low-dimensional space
®c Low-dimensional vector of context item c
®b Low-dimensional vector of behavior b
wt Learning weight of context type t

Table 1: Symbols we use in this paper and their descriptions.

values; and, we aims at learning the item representations preserv-
ing behavior success. Individual item label about success carries
little meaningful information outside the context of behavior. Thus,
these supervised methods cannot be directly applied.

Text data representation learning. With the success of deep
learning techniques, representation learning becomes popular start-
ing frompractices on text data.Mikolov et al. proposed theword2vec
framework to learn the distributed representations of words in
natural language [13, 26, 27]. Pennington et al. proposed GloVe
to learn word vectors from nonzero elements in a word-word co-
occurrence matrix [29]. Le et al. extended the embedded objects
from words or phrases to paragraphs [23]. Recently, Nichel et al.
proposed Poincaré embedding [28] based on a non-Euclidean space
to preserve hierarchical semantic structures [5]. Our work focuses
on representation learning from behavior data. Here behavior is
represented as multi-type itemset instead of word sequences.

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, we rst dene several concepts used throughout
this paper and then formally dene the research problems we study.
Table 1 presents symbols we use in this paper and their descriptions.

Denition 3.1 (Context type). A behavior includes multiple types
of contexts such as individuals who make the action, behavioral
goals and resources. A context type is the type of a context. For
example, a paper-publishing behavior has authors (as operators),
a conference or journal (as behavioral goal), keywords, technical
terms, datasets, and references (as resources). A tweet-posting be-
havior has a social network user (as operators), a specic topic
(as behavioral goal), words, hashtags, urls, and emoticons (as re-
sources). Any type of these elements can be a context type such as
“author”, “conference”, “reference”, “user”, and “hashtag”.

Denition 3.2 (Context item). A context item is a concrete item
of a context, such as an author’s name, a conference’s name or a
concrete publication as a reference in paper-publishing behaviors.
A context item c must have a context type t(c).

Denition 3.3 (Behavior and multi-type itemset). A behavior is
a relationship among multiple types of context items. It can be
represented as a set of the context items. Therefore, a behavior is
equivalent to a multi-type itemset.

For example, given a conference paper, the paper-publishing
behavior is a set of author(s), conference, keyword(s), reference(s)
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and some other relevant items to this paper. The quantity and types
of items in an itemset may vary from behavior to behavior. A paper-
publishing behavior contains at least one author and keyword,
exactly one conference, and multiple references. A tweet-posting
behavior contains exactly one user and at least one character.

Denition 3.4 (Success rate). The success rate of a behavior is
the value (as a numeric label) denoting the real-world success of
that behavior given its particular set of context items. For each set
of context items which constitutes a complete behavior b, we use
r̂ (b) indicates its success, where r̂ (b) ≥ 0 for any b.

For a specic kind of behavior, in order to dene the success
rate, we should rst dene what is success. For example, for each
paper in a publication dataset, we say the set of context items in
this paper makes a success of a paper-publishing behavior, and thus
the success rate of this behavior is a positive number – we use 1
as default and we call the behavior a “positive” behavior. This
presents a challenge, as most datasets do not include entries on
unpublished works. We will overcome this obstacle in the model by
adopting the strategy of negative sampling. Basically, we assume
that most of the non-existing multi-type itemsets indicate unsuccess-
ful behaviors. We denote them as “negative” behaviors and set
their success rate as 0.

Given dierent measurement of success, the success rate could
be dierent. For tweet-posting behaviors, if the success is measured
as the existence of their context itemsets in tweet data, we have
tons of positive behaviors but no real negative ones; we have to
generate non-existing itemsets as negative behaviors. If the success
is measured as the behavior’s popularity, the success rate is the
number of views, likes, retweets, or shares [17]. In this case, positive
behaviors are popular posts and negative behaviors are unpopular
but still real posts. No non-existing itemset needs to be generated
though the success rate may need to be normalized.

In summary, the success rate associated with each behavior may
be explicit (e.g., a rating or score that the behavior received), or it
may be implicit in the behavior data (e.g. the number of occurrences
of the behavior). Now we dene what is behavior data.

Denition 3.5 (Behavior data). Behavior data is dened as D =
(C,T ,B), where C is the set of unique context items, each having a
particular type inT , andB is the set of behaviors, each representing
a relationship among one or more context items. Each behavior
b ∈ B is a set of context items b ⊂ C, which is associated with a
nonnegative, normalized, observed success rate r̂ (b).

If both |C| and |B| are big, we call the dataset massive behavior
data. Based on the above concepts, we formally dene the research
problem as below.

Problem 1 (Massive behavior data embedding). Given a massive
behavior datasetD = (C,T ,B), the problem of Massive Behavior

Data Embedding aims to represent each context item c ∈ C as a
low-dimensional vector ®c ∈ Rd , i.e., learning a function fD : C →

Rd , where d � |C|. In the space Rd , the contributions of each
context item towards behavior’s success are preserved.

As in Denition 3.3, a behavior can be generalized to a multi-type
itemset of the same structure. Therefore, the problem of behavior
data embedding is equivalent to multi-type itemset embedding.

Problem 2 (Multi-type itemset embedding). Given a large set of
items C, their types T and a large set of multi-type itemsets B, the
problem of Multi-type Itemset Embedding aims to represent
each item c ∈ C as a low-dimensional vector ®c ∈ Rd , i.e., learning
a function fD : C → Rd , where d � |C|. In the space Rd , each
item’s contribution towards itemset’s composition is preserved.

Much like heterogeneous information network embedding, item-
set embedding aims to represent context items of various types as
vectors in a low-dimensional space. Unlike network embedding,
which preserves pair-wise proximity between nodes, itemset embed-
ding preserves the itemset structures. The vector representations of
items within an itemset may not be close to each other in Rd , but
the vectors should sum to a vector with a magnitude representative
of their behavior’s success. In this way, the contributions of each
context item towards behavior’s success are preserved.

Unlike network embedding models such as DeepWalk [30],
LINE [37] and node2vec [14] that preserve proximities and were
evaluated on clustering tasks, our behavior data embedding model,
also a multi-type itemset embedding model, preserves success prop-
erty. We will evaluate it on the two tasks of behavior modeling we
have introduced in Section 1 and compete with existing works in
experiments. These two tasks are challenging and important in this
era of witnessing how articial intelligence and data science may
signicantly change human beings’ decision-making process.

4 THE LEARNSUC FRAMEWORK

Our LearnSuc framework has two modules for learning behavior
success. The rst module is a multi-type itemset embedding model
that learns item representations from behavior data, in which we
propose a novel metric of measuring the success rate of a behavior.
Wewill evaluate the complexity of this model. The secondmodule is
to feed the itemset representations into a logistic regression model
to predict the probability of a future behavior’s success. It can also
recommend complementary items to maximize the probability.

4.1 Multi-Type Itemset Embedding

A desirable embedding model for behavior data must satisfy several
requirements: rst, it must be able to preserve the success property
of multi-type itemsets; second, it must scale for massive behavior
data, say millions of context items and behaviors; third, it must deal
with behaviors with arbitrary types and quantity of context items.
In this section, we present a novel multi-type itemset embedding
model which satises all the three requirements.

4.1.1 Model Description. We describe the embedding model to
preserve success properties of behaviors. The success of a behavior
refers to the success achieved given a particular set of context items.
For each behavior b as a particular set of multi-type context items,
we dene b’s low-dimensional vector representation as follows:

®b =
∑
c ∈b

wt (c) · ®c ∈ Rd , (1)

where ®c ∈ Rd is the low-dimensional vector representation of con-
text item c; wt (c) is the type weight of c’s context type. Dierent
item types may have dierent levels of contributions to the be-
havior’s success. For example, one author or one keyword often
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contributes more to a paper’s acceptance than one reference. There-
fore, we assign type weights to the context types when we sum the
items’ low-dimensional vectors to represent the behavior. We will
discuss type-weight parameter settings in the experiment section.

For a behavior b, we dene b’s estimated success rate as follows:

r (b) = tanh
‖®b‖2
2
= 2 ·

1

1 + e−‖ ®b ‖2
− 1, (2)

where ‖ ®b‖2 ∈ [0,∞) is the Euclidean norm of ®b in thed-dimensional
space. The hyperbolic tangent function tanh(x) is a rescaled version
of the logistic sigmoid function д(x) = 1

1+e−x : tanh(x) = 2д(2x) − 1,
and its output range is [0, 1] instead of [ 12 , 1] because the norm
‖®b‖2 is nonnegative. Eqn. (2) denes a distribution r (·) over the
behavior space B, and its empirical success rate can be observed as
r̂ (b). To preserve the success properties, a straightforward way is
to minimize the following objective function:

O = d(r̂ (·), r (·)), (3)

where d(·, ·) is the distance between two distributions. We choose
to minimize the KL-divergence of two success-rate probability dis-
tributions following the LINE model [37]. Replacing d(·, ·) with
KL-divergence, we have:

O = −
∑
b ∈B

r̂ (b) log r (b). (4)

Remark. Traditional embedding models optimize the similarity
between vectors of a pair of items, i.e., ®ci · ®c j . Our itemset embedding
model optimizes the success rate based on the norm of an itemset’s
vector. If we expand the norm as below,

‖ ®b‖2 =

©«
∑
c ∈b

wt (c)
2 · ‖®c ‖2

2 +
∑

ci ,c j ∈b
ci,c j

wt (ci )wt (c j ) · ®ci ·
®cj

ª®®®®¬
1
2

, (5)

it is worthwhile of showing that our method learns the item vectors
collectively and it optimizes not only the vector similarity of every
pair of items in the set but also the norm of each item’s vector ‖®c ‖2.

4.1.2 Model Optimization. As explained after Def. 3.4 in Sec.
3, models should be trained on the behavior dataset B dierently
according to dierent measurement of success. For example, in
order to optimize the objective function in Eqn. (4), if the success of
a tweet-posting behavior is measured as the behavior’s popularity
(e.g., the number of retweets), B has both positive (popular) and
negative (unpopular) behaviors. If a behavior’s success is a binary
measurement of its existence given its complete set of context
items, B has only positive behaviors, and we have to generate
non-existing itemsets as negative behaviors. We will introduce our
model optimization approaches respectively as follows.

When B has both positive and negative behaviors. Suppose
the distribution of observed success rate r̂ (.) (e.g., the number of
times a tweet is retweeted) follows the Power Law, which is often
applicable in the real world. We have a reasonable number of nega-
tive behaviors in B, and the objective function for each behavior b
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Figure 2: Negative behavior sampling: Given a sampled “pos-

itive” behavior (e.g., observable paper), we have two strate-

gies to generate negative samples: one is size-constrained

and the other is type distribution-constrained.

can be specied as follows:

r̂ (b) log tanh
‖ ®b‖2
2
= r̂ (b) log tanh

‖
∑
c ∈b wt (c) · ®c ‖2

2
. (6)

We adopt the asynchronous stochastic gradient algorithm (ASGD)
[32] for optimizing Eqn. (6). In each step, the ASGD algorithm sam-
ples one behavior (either positive or negative) and then updates the
model parameters. If a behavior b is sampled, the gradient w.r.t. the
embedding vector ®c of a context item c in b will be calculated as:

∂O

∂®c
=

r̂ (b)

sinh ‖®b‖2
·
∂‖®b‖2
∂®c

=
r̂ (b)

sinh ‖®b‖2
·
∂‖®b‖2

∂®b
·
∂®b

∂®c

=
wt (c)r̂ (b)

‖ ®b‖2 sinh ‖®b‖2
· ®b . (7)

When B has only positive behaviors. In this case, we sample
non-existing multi-type itemsets and use them as “negative behav-
iors”. We approximate the optimization by sampling a mini-batch of
behaviors which includes one positive sample and several negative
samples. Inspired by the negative sampling technique proposed in
[27], we propose the technique of negative behavior sampling on
the behavior data (or multi-type itemset data) as shown in Figure 2.

Negative behavior sampling. Given the set of context items for
each context type, how do we generate a non-existing multi-type
itemset b ′ when we sample a positive itemset b from B? We tried
two dierent sampling strategies. The rst strategy is to apply a
simple size constraint on the entire itemset (say, the number of b ′’s
items is the number of b’s items) without constraining the number
of items for any type. We rst generate n(t) that is the number
of items of type t ∈ T so that the sum of n(·) is |b |, and then for
each type t , we randomly select n(t) context items from Ct which
is the set of items of type t in C, and put into b ′. We denote this
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size-constrained negative behavior sampling as b ′ ∼ Pn (b) and have
the following objective:

r̂ (b) log tanh
‖®b‖2
2
+

K∑
k=1
Eb′∼Pn (b) log tanh

‖ ®b ′‖2
−1

2
, (8)

whose gradient is derived as follows:

∂O
∂®c = wt (c) ·

©«Ic ∈b ·
r̂ (b)

‖ ®b ‖2 sinh ‖ ®b ‖2
· ®b − Ic ∈b′ ·

1
‖ ®b′ ‖2

3
sinh 1

‖ ®b′‖2

· ®b ′
ª®¬ , (9)

where Ix is an indicator function that returns 1 if x is true and 0
if x is false. K is the number of negative behavior samples. Note
that here r̂ (b) is above zero. Specically, we set r̂ (b) = 1 for paper-
publishing behaviors.

The second strategy considers the context type distribution in a
sampled positive itemset b. For each type t , we randomly select n(t)
context items from Ct , where n(t) is the number of context items
of the type t in the behavior b. We denote the type-distribution-
constrained negative behavior sampling as b ′ ∼ Pt (b) and just re-
place Pn in the objective of Eqn. 9 and derivative of Eqn. 9 with
Pt . We denote our method that uses size-constrained sampling
as LearnSuc-Pn, denote the method that uses type-distribution-
constrained sampling as LearnSuc-Pt, and compete with baseline
methods in the experiments.

4.1.3 Complexity Analysis. Sampling an itemset from behavior
data takes constant time,O(1), and optimization with negative sam-
pling takes O(d(K + 1)) time, where d is the number of dimensions
and K is the number of negative samples. So overall each step takes
O(dK) time. The number of steps is proportional to the number of
behaviors/itemsets O(|B|). Therefore, the overall time complexity
of the itemset embedding model isO(dK |B|), which is linear to the
number of context items |C|.

4.2 Prediction and Recommendation Models

Once the representations of context items have been learnt by
the multi-type itemset embedding model preserving the behavior
success property, we can use those low-dimensional feature vectors
to solve the two behavior modeling tasks we have given in Section 1.

4.2.1 Contextual Behavior Prediction. Given a behavior/itemset
b and its set of context items, we train a logistic regression model
with the itemset’s representation ®b and label r̂ (b) and apply the
model to predict the success probability of testing instances.

4.2.2 Behavioral Context Recommendation. The above two mod-
els can both be applied for recommending complementary items for
a potential behavior/itemset. The goal is to maximize the predicted
probability of being successful/observed. It is time-consuming (ex-
ponential time) to enumerate all itemset candidates and compute
their probability scores, so in the experiments we will hide only
one item from each testing itemset. We will leave the task of rec-
ommending the best combination of multiple items as future work.

5 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we rst introduce the data we use, and then for each
behavior modeling task, we present validation settings, quantitative
analysis, and qualitative analysis, and nally we evaluate eciency.

Table 2: The multi-type itemset embedding LearnSuc out-

performs baselines on contextual behavor prediction. (The

types are {author, conference, keyword, reference} inwt .)

Method Weights wt MAE RMSE AUC F1

PCA [16] .0897 .2228 .9814 .9432
LINE [37] .0949 .2123 .9823 .9439
DeepWalk [30] .0723 .1784 .9921 .9627
node2vec [14] .0603 .1701 .9929 .9663
metapath2vec [11] .0567 .1648 .9934 .9692
LearnSuc-Pn {1,1,1,1} .0492 .1439 .9956 .9793
(Size-constrained {1,1,1,3} .0496 .1449 .9952 .9765
negative behavior {1,1,3,1} .0503 .1489 .9952 .9734
sampling) {1,3,1,1} .0509 .1485 .9956 .9747

{3,1,1,1} .0504 .1475 .9954 .9742
LearnSuc-Pt {1,1,1,1} .0448 .1272 .9973 .9826
(Type-distribution {1,1,1,3} .0506 .1384 .9959 .9796
-constrained {1,1,3,1} .0568 .1387 .9970 .9812
negative behavior {1,3,1,1} .0462 .1313 .9965 .9825
sampling) {3,1,1,1} .0432 .1243 .9976 .9847

5.1 Dataset Description

We use a public dataset from the Microsoft Academic project to
study the behavior of publishing a paper at a conference in the
eld of computer science. We collect 10,880 papers whose context
items include one conference in the eld of data science, at least one
author, at least one keyword and at least one reference. Overall we
have 317 conferences, 12,330 authors, 3,548 keywords, and 18,971
references. In average, each paper has 1 conference, 2.64 authors,
9.65 keywords, and 7.68 references (20.97 context items in total).

5.2 Baselines and Parameter Settings

Since there is not any itemset embeddingmethod in the literature, we
compare our LearnSucwith the dimensionality reduction methods
[38] and the state-of-the-art network embedding models:

(1) PCA [16]: It learns data representations that describe as
much of the variance in the data as possible.

(2) LINE [37]: This homogeneous network embedding method
preserves the 1st- and 2nd-order of node proximity.

(3) DeepWalk [30]: It uses local information obtained from
truncated random walks to learn latent representations of
vertices in a network.

(4) node2vec [14]: It learns continuous feature representations
for nodes in networks by maximizing the likelihood of pre-
serving network neighborhoods of nodes.

(5) metapath2vec [11]: This method learns node representa-
tions based on meta-path-based random walks from hetero-
geneous networks.

We evaluate LearnSuc’s alternatives such as LearnSuc-Pn and
LearnSuc-Pt to compare the eectiveness of dierent negative
sampling strategies. For all methods, we use the same parameters:
The vector dimensiond is 128; the size of negative samples is 10. The
weights of context types are {3 (author), 1 (conference), 1 (keyword),
1 (reference)} as default. We also vary each of them for examining
dierent settings of the parameters.
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5.3 Contextual Behavior Prediction

5.3.1 Validation seings. We use 10-times hold out validation
to evaluate the performance: We randomly sample 10% of the be-
haviors (papers) for testing and 90% for training. We use the whole
training set to learn itemset embeddings and use 10% of the training
set (as positive instances) along with the same amount of itemsets
that are generated by type-distribution-constrained negative behav-
ior sampling (as negative instances). For each method, we train a
logistic regression model with the latent representations and label
of the instances. We generate negative instances of the same size of
the testing set and for each test instance b, the logistic regression
model returns a probability score r (b).

We use Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Root Mean Squared
Error (RMSE) to evaluate the predictions:

MAE =

∑
b ∈T |r (b) − r̂ (b)|

|T |
, (10)

RMSE =

√∑
b ∈T

(
r (b) − r̂ (b)

)2
|T |

, (11)

where r̂ (b) is the observed success rate of the itemset b in the
testing set T . Smaller error-based measures indicate better method
performance. We also use standard information retrieval metrics
such as Precision, Recall, F1 and Area Under the Curve (AUC). A
method that has a higher score is better.

5.3.2 antitative analysis. Table 2 presents the performance
of all the baseline methods and all the variants of LearnSuc. The
table reports MAE, RMSE, AUC and F1 score. Figure 3 presents the
precision-recall curves of these methods.

Overall performance. The best baseline method is a heteroge-
neous network embedding methodmetapath2vec [11] which gives
an MAE of 0.0567 and an RMSE of 0.1648 that are much better
than the error by random guess (0.5), because pair-wise similar-
ity plays an important role in generating behaviors. For example,
co-authors are often working in very similar research elds. The
best variant of our itemset embedding method LearnSuc holds
(1) type-distribution-constrained negative behavior sampling strat-
egy and (2) type weights as {3,1,1,1} (authors tend to have higher
weights). It gives an MAE of 0.0432 (-23.8% relatively) and an RMSE
of 0.1243 (-24.6% relatively). The traditional dimensionality reduc-
tion technique PCA [16] is able to capture 28.4% of total variance.
Its performance is not signicantly dierent from the performance
of LINE [37]. The network embedding methods show very high
AUC and F1 because the pairwise similarities between the items
(e.g., authors and keywords) do have impact on the chance of col-
laboration. Instead, by preserving itemset structures, the itemset
embedding method LearnSuc gives near-perfect AUC (0.9976,
+0.4% relatively) and F1 (0.9847, +1.6% relatively). Figure 3(a) also
shows that LearnSuc outperforms the baseline methods. The red
curve LearnSuc-Pt is closest to the upper right corner.

Comparing network embedding methods. First, DeepWalk
[30] and node2vec [14] perform better than LINE [37] in this task. It
shows preserving random walk-based local information or network
neighborhoods is more eective than preserving connections and
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Figure 3: Precision-recall curves of the baselinemethods and

itemset embedding methods (of dierent settings of item

type weights) on context behavior prediction.

common neighbors on predicting a collaboration. Second, metap-
ath2vec [11] learns the low-dimensional representations of nodes
from rich meta path-based features. It models the heterogeneity of
the network. It performs the best among the baseline methods in
this task. It is important to consider the multiple types of context
items in the paper-publishing behaviors.

Comparing negative behavior sampling strategies. Here we
compare LearnSuc-Pt (type-distribution-constrained) with Learn-
Suc-Pn (size-constrained). The best LearnSuc-Pn sets uniform type
weights ({1,1,1,1}) and generates anMAE of 0.0492 (-13.2% relatively
over metapath2vec) and an RMSE of 0.1439 (-10.5% relatively). It
shows the eectiveness of itemset embedding on behavior predic-
tion. We observe that LearnSuc-Pt that uses the same uniform type
weights can decrease the errors to an MAE of 0.0448 (-8.9% rela-
tively over LearnSuc-Pn ) and an RMSE of 0.1272 (-11.6% relatively).
It demonstrates the advantage of type-distribution-constrained sam-
pling – it considers the context types when generating negative
samples based on a positive itemset, so the composition of the item-
set is carefully modeled. The best LearnSuc-Pt generates -12.2%
relatively MAE and -13.6% relatively RMSE over LearnSuc-Pn .

Comparing dierent settings on context typeweights. In Learn-
Suc-Pt , we change the weight of one of the context types from 1 to 3
when other weights are controlled as 1. Both Table 2 and Figure 3(b)
demonstrate that only the type weights {3 (author),1 (conference),1
(keyword),1 (reference)} can outperform the uniform type weights
{1,1,1,1}. The MAE and RMSE are decreased from 0.0448 to 0.0432
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Figure 4: Papers that have higher estimated success rates

tend to be cited more (according to Google Scholar Feb’18).

(-3.6% relatively) and from 0.1272 to 0.1243 (-2.3% relatively), re-
spectively. This matches our intuition: authors play more important
roles in making the collaboration successful.

5.3.3 alitative analysis. We answer three questions here.

Q1: Are papers of high estimated success rates not only successful but
also impactful? Yes. We collect two groups of papers in the test
set that have the highest/lowest estimated success rate given by
LearnSuc. We use Google Scholar to manually nd the number of
citations of them. Figure 4 presents the average number of citations
of those papers published in 2001–2015. By comparing the two
paper groups, we observe that the papers of the highest success rate
consistently have more citations than those of the lowest success
rate. All the papers have been successful (of a success rate above
0.6) but higher success rate indicates more likely to be impactful.

One of the good examples is the paper “Inferring Social Ties across
Heterogeneous Networks” [35] published in WSDM 2012. The lead-
ing author Prof. Jie Tang (Tsinghua University) is a data mining
expert on a subset of the keywords such as “factor graph”, “hetero-
geneous network”, “predictive model”; and the co-author Prof. Jon
Kleinberg (Cornell University) has world-level reputation in com-
putational social science of the keywords such as “social theory”,
“social inuence”, and “social ties”. The collaboration integrated
their complementary expertises, and proposed an eective factor
graph based predictive model of inferring social ties across hetero-
geneous networks. This paper has the highest estimated success
rate among the papers in the proceeding. It has been cited over 220
times, tied the best paper and ranked at top 3 among 75!

Q2: What if a negative sample, i.e., a pseudo-paper, has a good success
rate? Is it a possibly good paper? Maybe. Most of the pseudo-papers
have very small success rate (0.0616 in average), but we do nd
some of good success rate. The example below has a rate of 0.5491.

Example 5.1. Authors: Richard Sproat, Weiying Ma, Jiawei Han,
Xiaoli Li; Conference: SIGIR; Keywords: text mining, gaussian pro-
cesses, biological networks, scalability.

Dr. Richard Sproat studies computational linguistics; Dr. Weiying
Ma is an NLP and Information Retrieval scientist; Dr. Jiawei Han
is famous for data mining and heterogeneous network mining;
Dr. Xiao Li works on bioinformatics and bio network mining. The
keywords are quite relevant to their expertises. A paper topic may
be reduced as a scalable learning framework for biological text and
network mining. However, it is still very dicult to become a real

Author
Conference
Keyword
Reference

b = (1.43, 2.05, 0.32)

b = (-0.009, 0.003, -0.003)
c(Jie Tang) = (0.22, 0.23, 0.04)
c(Tiancheng Lou) = (-0.005, 0.005, -0.001)
c(Jon Kleinberg) = (0.02, 0.16, 0.02)
c(“social network”) = (0.16, 0.19, 0.06)

Figure 5: It visualizes a real paper [35] (Left) and a pseudo-

paper (Right) in a 3-dimensional embedding space. The item

vectors are colored by their context types and learnt by our

itemset embedding method LearnSuc-Pt .

paper because LearnSuc does not model the cost of incorporating
a new item into an itemset. We leave this issue as a future work.

Q3: Are the negative samples of extremely low success rate likely to
be impossible to publish? Yes, much likely. In the pseudo-papers
that have very low success rate (below 0.001), we observe that (1)
the authors have little chance to build ties between, (2) the authors
are not experts in the eld of the conference like {“Yan Liu”, “SIG-
GRAPH”}, (3) the keywords are not likely to induce a research topic,
such as, {“heterogeneity”, “degree of freedom”, “biomedical”} and
{“citation analysis”, “chi squared statistic”, “customer retention”}.

5.3.4 Visualization. Figure 5 visualizes two itemsets (i.e., papers)
in a 3-dimensional embedding space. The left is the WSDM 2012
paper [35] in the above example, and the right is a pseudo paper
that was generated by negative behavior sampling. We visualize
an itemset with the combination of the vectors of its items. The
item vectors are colored by their context types. The paper’s vector
starts from the original point and consists of the authors’ vectors,
conference’s vector, keywords’ vectors and references’ vectors.

The vectors of authors Jie Tang and Jon Kleinberg and the key-
word “social networks” contribute the most to the magnitude of the
real paper’s vector. Interestingly, all of them have great scores on
the second dimension , which indicates items of dierent types are
well mixed in the embedding space. They collectively elongate the
paper’s vector signicantly towards the dimension. On the other
hand, the vectors of items in the pseudo-paper are not always very
short in the vector space but they are not complementary with
each other. Therefore, the itemset’s vector goes back and forth on
the dimensions and nally generates a limited distance from the
original point.

5.4 Behavioral Context Recommendation

5.4.1 Validation seings. For each time of hold out in evaluat-
ing the behavior prediction performance, we use the embeddings
learnt from the training set and use the testing set to evaluate the
recommendation performance. For a test itemset (i.e., paper), given
a particular item type (e.g., author, keyword), we hide one of the
items of the type in the set. We enumerate every other item of
the type in the dataset and use the logistic regression model to
predict the success rate of incorporating this extra item into the
itemset. We rank the items by the success rate from the highest to
the lowest. We assume that the real hidden context item c of the
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Table 3: The Harmonic Mean of Ranks (HMR) of network embedding methods and our itemset embedding methods on rec-

ommending an item for given itemset. A smaller HMR indicates a better recommendation method.

Method HMR(author) HMR(conference) HMR(keyword) HMR(reference)

PCA [16] 840.18 4.59 25.75 230.52
LINE [37] 829.06 4.61 27.87 227.24
DeepWalk [30] 796.24 4.32 23.20 100.39
node2vec [14] 660.87 4.41 23.60 89.53
metapath2vec [11] 543.31 4.31 20.43 109.02
LearnSuc-Pn 333.94 4.39 19.59 65.17
LearnSuc-Pt 266.32 4.20 18.72 64.89

item type t should be ranked at a higher position if the method
makes a better recommendation. We denote rank(c,b) as the rank
and use the Harmonic Mean of Ranks (HMR) of all test itemsets to
evaluate the performance for each item type:

HMR(t) =
|T (+) |∑

b ∈T(+)
1

rank (c∼C(t ),b)

, (12)

where C(t ) is the set of items of type t and T (+) is the test set of
positive instances. A better method should have a smaller HMR.

5.4.2 antitative analysis. Table 3 presents the HMR of net-
work embedding methods and our itemset embedding methods on
recommending an item for a given itemset in which we hide an item
of a particular type. Overall, our LearnSuc consistently generates
lower HMRs on all the context types (author, conference, keyword,
and reference) than the baseline embedding methods. With respect
to the negative behavior sampling strategies, LearnSuc-Pt outper-
forms LearnSuc-Pn , showing that type-distribution-constrained
negative sampling is eective in learning low-dimensional reprsen-
tations of itemsets for context recommendation.
Recommending a co-author.Among the 12,330 authors in the dataset,
given a paper’s conference, keywords, references and all the authors
except one of them, this author is at the HMR of 266th on the list of
authors that our LearnSuc ranks according to the success rate of
incorporating him/her into the paper. This is an extremely challeng-
ing task. The best baseline metapath2vec ranks the real author at
the HMR of 543rd . LearnSuc can nd more proper coauthors to
make the paper more likely to be published, based on preserving
the success structures in the training itemsets.
Recommending a conference. This is not as challenging as co-author
recommendation. All the baselines and our methods can rank the
real conference at the HMR of 4th to 5th among the 317 conferences.
Recommending a keyword. Our method ranks the real keyword at
the HMR of 19th among the 3,548 keywords. The baseline methods
have similar performances.
Recommending a reference. This is a challenging task comparable to
recommending a co-author. Among the 18,971 references, Learn-
Suc ranks the real reference at the HMR of 65th , when the best
baseline node2vec ranks it at the HMR of 90th . Given authors, key-
words and the conference, our method is more likely to recommend
proper publications to read and add into the working paper.

Towards real use as recommender systems, the research still has
a long way to go but our study presents a novel methodology of
multi-type itemset embedding to model the behavior’s success.

Eciency. Our method is implemented on the TensorFlow
framework [1]. All methods are parallelized with 24 threads. We
utilize the alias sampling method used in LINE. There is no signif-
icant dierence in running time of LearnSuc. We collected total
elapsed time of running on three training sample sizes: 100K (78s),
200K (166s), and 400K (352s). The running time generally grows
linearly with the training sample size increasing.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we considered behavior as a set of context items and
targeted two novel behavior modeling tasks that are (1) predicting
the success rate of any set of items and (2) nding complementary
items which maximize the probability of success when incorporated
into an itemset. We proposed a novel scalable method, multi-type
itemset embedding, to learn context item presentations from mas-
sive behavior data preserving the success structures. It included a
novel measurement of success rate for learning the itemset struc-
tures, considered type weights for heterogeneity, and conducted
negative behavior sampling for representation learning. We devel-
oped the LearnSuc framework and our extensive experimental
studies demonstrated its eectiveness and eciency.

Future work includes various improvements and optimizations.
First, as discussed in the Introduction, our LearnSuc framework
can be easily applied on various applications with minor adjustment
on the formulation of behavior success rate. We essentially look
for complementary operators and resources to maximize the proba-
bility of achieving a goal. Among many other potential scenarios
such as target advertising or military mission planning, predicting
success on social media and recommending strategies to improve
user’s inuence seems a natural place to get started. Secondly, un-
dertting is the major issue of putting itemset embedding into use
for massive raw data because of the sparsity of items in the itemsets.
For example, suppose we only have author names in the paper’s
itemset. It doesn’t make sense to predict which two or three authors
can always publish no matter what problems or methods they pro-
pose. Turning unstructured paper text into rich items would be a
promising way to alleviate this problem, as well as learning context
item type weights automatically. Lastly, updating known item rep-
resentations with behavior dynamics and inferring unknown new
item representation based on current snapshot of the data would
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be a very interesting yet challenging task. A proper further study
would enable the LearnSuc framework on stream data processing
and become applicable for more real applications.
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